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Research impact at a glance
1.

Cardiolipin

(CL),

the

mitochondrial

signature phospholipid, is synthesized from
a high-energy intermediate phospholipid,
CDP-diacylglycerol. We identified a novel
mitochondrial enzyme named Tam41 that
mediates conversion of phosphatidic acid
(PA) to CDP-diacylglycerol in mitochondria,
filling in the last piece of the puzzling CL
synthesis1.
2. For CL synthesis, PA has to be transported from the mitochondrial outer to inner
membrane. We demonstrated that the PA transfer is directly mediated by the Ups1-Mdm35
complex, which is the first lipid transfer machinery found in mitochondria2.
3. We succeeded in developing a novel in vitro assay system to directly analyze
phospholipid transport between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondria. Using
this system, we settled a dispute over the phospholipid transfer function of the ERMES
(ER-Mitochondria Encounter Structure) complex, which is responsible for physical tethering
between the ER and mitochondria3.

Detailed description of the research
Background: In eukaryotic cells, complex membrane structures called organelle are
developed to carry out their characteristic functions. Maintaining appropriate phospholipid
compositions of the membranes is essential for functional integrity of the organelles. Since
cellular locations for phospholipid synthesis are limited to the ER membrane and the
mitochondrial inner membrane, newly synthesized phospholipids have to be distributed
properly from the ER or mitochondria to other cellular membranes. We are very much
interested in understanding of molecular mechanisms of intracellular phospholipid transport,
which is an important open question in cell biology.
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On-going research: 1. Intracellular Phospholipid Transport and Organellar Mass in a Cell
Mitochondria are highly dynamic organelles with
diverse functions and dynamically alter their
morphology to adapt cellular demand. Figure 2
shows yeast mitochondria when cultured under a
fermentable or a nonfermentation condition in which
mitochondrial respiration is essential for growth.
Interestingly, mitochondrial volume is dramatically
increased upon shifting to the nonfermentable condtion. In order to understand such
dynamic feature of mitochondria, we have been elucidating molecular mechanisms of
intracellular phospholipid traffic.
2. Organelle-Organelle Tethering
Recent

studies

have

shown

that

distinct organelles physically connect
and communicate with each other to
maintain the integrity of their functions.
In yeast, multiple inter- and intra-mitochondrial membrane contact sites were identified to
date and were proposed to be involved in phospholipid biogenesis4.

Although it is clear

that the ERMES complex tethers the ER and the mitochondrial outer membrane, it is still
largely unknown whether other organelles also form such organelle contact sites. We thus
developed an assay system to observe organelle-organelle interactions under a fluorescent
microscope and are now searching yet-to-be identified organelle tethering proteins.
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